COMPARATIVE FUNCTIONALITY AND
FOOTPRINT OF POPULAR DESK SHAPES
The four most popular current desk shapes are Corner, Compact Corner, Wave and Rectangular. Each
provides a different work surface area, but the simple measured area of each top is not in direct proportion
to the conveniently usable area. Furthermore, a desk with a small surface area does not necessarily require
less floor space than a desk with a larger surface area. The accompanying diagrams seek to explain some of
the reasons in visual form.
Functionality
With a corner desk or compact corner desk, the primary working position provides the user with easy
access to a significantly larger area of work surface than on a rectangular or wave desk. In addition, on a
corner desk or compact corner desk the user can very conveniently access two distinct work zones: a
keyboarding zone into the diagonal of the corner, and by rotating and perhaps moving very slightly, a
paperwork zone. In addition, the surface above the pedestal provides storage space for papers, letter trays,
a printer or other items.
With a rectangular or wave desk it is more difficult to create distinct work zones. As the pedestal is
positioned under the main work surface the accessible portion of the work surface is reduced. In addition,
to access a different portion of the top it is necessary to roll the chair consciously to one side. In
consequence, keyboarding and paperwork have shared or overlapping zones, frequently resulting in the
user pushing the keyboard out of the way, and subsequently keying in an inappropriate posture with head
or body twisted.
For the reasons outlined, corner and compact corner shapes generally offer greater functionality than wave
or rectangular shapes. The main user benefit is the ability to separate keyboarding and paperwork into two
distinct zones. LCD screens make it possible to position a screen and keyboard within the depth of a
rectangular desk, but this does not mean that a rectangular desk so equipped offers the same functionality
as a corner or compact corner desk.
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Footprint
Initial logic suggests that a rectangular or wave shape must take up less floor space (footprint) than a
corner or compact corner desk. However, this reasoning does not take into account the need to allow space
for the user to push their chair back from the desk when sitting down or standing up to come to or leave
their workstation. For a desk backing on to a wall, screen or other barrier, a space of approximately
850mm-900mm must be allowed between the edge of the desk at which the user sits and the barrier. In
the case of a rectangular desk, this measurement must be taken at 90° to the straight edge of the desk,
because this is the direction in which the user’s chair moves when they get up. On a wave desk, the
measurement must be taken at 90° from the wave section of the desk. On a corner desk, two
measurements are appropriate, because the user may start from a position facing into the diagonal of the
desk or into the straight section of the desk. On a compact corner desk, the relevant measurements are
from the diagonal into the corner and diagonal onto the main work surface.
The measurements described above, added to the footprint of the appropriate desk shapes, define the
overall area that should be allowed for each workstation. As may be seen on the accompanying diagrams,
for a given popular desk width (1600mm) the areas required for a corner desk and a rectangular desk are
the same, the area required for a wave desk is theoretically larger, and the area required for a compact
corner desk is the smallest of the four.
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Other Considerations
Greater functionality is only a benefit where it is required, and desk shape may sometimes be a more
important factor than theoretical work surface footprint. For example, a large percentage of current desk
installations comprise bench desks, effectively rows of face-to-face rectangular work surfaces with low level
dividing screens. This design was originally conceived to suit hot desking applications, where a nomadic
user would take up whatever length of workspace they needed, for a temporary period. It has evolved into
a configuration for general use, with each user having a dedicated desk top within the bench run. Parallel
runs of Bench desks can create very effective (and space efficient) workspaces for certain categories of
task, especially team working where face-to-face communication is beneficial, but may not be well suited
to types of work where greater privacy and minimal distractions are more important
Where workstations are planned in pairs facing away from each other (as in parallel runs of bench desks),
some of the space required to push back each chair may be shared between the users – so whilst an
individual workstation may require a minimum of 850mm behind it, two workstations with the users back
to back may only need to be spaced 1500mm (rather than 1700mm) apart. Thus the overall area required
for two individual desks will appear greater than if they are planned to optimise the use of the space.

Conclusions
In choosing desk shapes careful consideration should be given to the purposes for which the desks will be
used: for example, it may be inappropriate to specify rectangular or bench desks if this reduces
functionality for the users or makes the users less efficient or less satisfied with their workspace –
especially if in practice it saves minimal space. Desk shapes should also be considered in the context of the
space in which they are to be used, and the possible layouts that are achievable within that space. Taken
together, all these factors will help guide the specifier to the best choice in any given combination of
circumstances.
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